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GENERAL PRINCIPLE—NO LIABILITY

Common law has long held that a purchaser of 
business assets has liability only for the obligations of 
the seller that are expressly assumed by the 
purchaser.

 One of the most compelling reasons why a purchaser will seek to 
structure an acquisition as an asset purchase (rather than some other 
form of business combination such as a stock purchase, merger or 
consolidation)
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ASSET PURCHASE VS. EQUITY PURCHASE

Equity Acquisition – All liabilities and obligations 
transfer. Includes stock acquisitions and 
mergers/consolidations

Asset Acquisition – Buyer seeks to acquire 
specific assets and assume only specifically 
enumerated obligations and liabilities
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ASSET SALES – THE GENERAL RULE AND
THE BIG EXCEPTIONS
General Rule -- A purchaser of assets does not inherit the obligations and liabilities of the 
seller, unless they are expressly assumed…

Unless…..
In certain cases, courts, using different legal theories,  have concluded that factors are present 
justifying a finding that a purchaser of assets is nevertheless deemed to be the “successor” of 
the seller and thus has liability for all obligations and liabilities of the seller.

 Over the past 25 years,  there has been an increase in the number of cases in which a buyer 
of assets is claimed to be responsible for liabilities and obligations of the seller beyond those 
expressly assumed.

 “[C]ase law is of little predictive value because of the multiplicity of factors used to determine 
successor liability and the difficulty in some areas, such as product liability, of predicting 
which law will apply.” (ABA Memorandum, “Successor Liability in Asset Acquisition 
Transactions”, January 2019)
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SUCCESSOR LIABILITY – OVERALL CONCEPT

Successor liability results when an acquirer expressly assumes, or 
is deemed by law to have assumed, the liabilities and obligations 
of a seller.

• Courts look past the structure of a deal to conclude that all 
obligations and liabilities of the seller (not otherwise 
expressly assumed) nevertheless  transfer to the purchaser

• Fact-based determinations applying equitable 
considerations

• Generally invoked when a court concludes that adequate 
recovery against the seller is no longer available

• The doctrine(s) of successor liability are largely creatures of 
common law which vary in scope and application from state 
to state, and sometimes even within a state
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KEY EXCEPTIONS

There are four widely-recognized exceptions to the general “no liability” 
rule, pursuant to which successor liability is found to exist:
 The buyer assumes the seller’s liabilities expressly or impliedly
 The transaction in substance constitutes a merger or consolidation of 

the buyer and the seller (de facto merger)
 The buyer is “a mere continuation” of the seller
 The intent of the transaction is to defraud seller’s creditors

While these exceptions overlap to some extent, even significantly, and 
are often intertwined, they are distinct as a matter of law.
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DE FACTO MERGER

A merger by any other name… the de facto merger 
exception is the one that is the most developed and the 
one most often cited.

Elements:
 Continuity of business– Management, personnel, physical 

location, assets and general business operations
 Continuity of shareholders (stock as consideration)
 Seller ceases ordinary business operations, liquidates and 

dissolves quickly after closing
 Purchaser assumes the obligations of the seller ordinarily 

necessary for the uninterrupted continuation of normal business 
operations of the seller
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OTHER PRINCIPAL EXCEPTIONS

 “Mere Continuation” –Purchaser is deemed to be  a “mere continuation” of the seller 
and thus essentially the same entity. Courts will look for common ownership 
between the buyer and seller, as well as the common identity of officers or directors. 
Factors like a continued use of the seller’s name, facilities and employees, or  
inadequate consideration paid for assets can also be red flags

 Equitable principles – Purchaser may have successor liability if a court finds an 
intent to defraud creditors, etc. Courts look to factors such as the adequacy of 
consideration, and the solvency and capitalization of the seller

 Specific Liabilities (e.g., product liability, environmental claims under CERCLA, labor 
law liability under NLRA, FLSA and WARN Act, pension liability, tax liability, other 
regulatory liabilities)
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PRODUCT LIABILITY

 Continuity of enterprise-- Expands the de facto merger doctrine and imposes 
successor liability even when there is no continuation of shareholders or 
management and the transaction is structured as an all cash acquisition. 
Adopted by only a few states, typically in the context of product liability claims.

 Product line doctrine--Under this exception, the buyer can be held responsible 
for product liability claims against the seller when it continues to produce the 
same product line, uses a similar name as the seller and doesn’t outwardly 
indicate a change in ownership. Adopted by California and a few other states.
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 CERCLA (“Superfund”) does not specify standard on successor liability. 
 Some federal courts developed a special “continuity of enterprise” or 

“substantial continuity” test based on certain listed considerations:
 Retention of employees / supervisory personnel

 Use of same facilities / locations

 Production of the same product

 Use of the same name  / buyer holding itself out as a continuity of prior enterprise

 Continuity of general business operations / assets

 Supreme Court decision (United States v. Best Foods) called application 
of such standards into question by indicating that federal courts should 
avoid creating “CERCLA-specific rules”

ENVIRONMENTAL LIABILITIES UNDER CERCLA
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 Federal common law standard applies to determine successor liability in labor and employment matters, 
based on the following factors:
 Continuity in operations and work force of the successor and predecessor employers

 Notice to the successor-employer or its predecessor’s legal obligation

 Ability of the predecessor to provide adequate relief directly

 Lower standard may be applicable for claims under:
 Wage and hour laws, such as the FLSA 

 Immigration laws, such as Form I-9 compliance requirements and certain visa matters

 Health and safety laws, such as OSHA

 Federal anti-discrimination laws, such as Title VII

 Leave laws, such as the FMLA

 WARN has statutory successor liability 
 Purchaser shall be responsible for WARN notice obligations, even for employees who are not hired after an asset sale

LABOR & BENEFIT CLAIMS EXCEPTIONS
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 Collective Bargaining Agreements
 Purchaser generally does not inherit collective bargaining agreements in an asset sale

 However, Buyer must clearly announce its intention to establish new terms and condition of 
employment prior to or simultaneously with its intention to retain Seller’s employees after the Closing. 

 The National Labor Relations Board in Nexeo Solutions determined that a buyer had inherited a 
collective bargaining agreement based on pre-closing discussions with seller’s entire unionized 
workforce. 

 The lower standard for determining successor liability has been extended to ERISA 
matters.  
 Multiemployer withdrawal liability 

 COBRA liability 

LABOR & BENEFIT CLAIMS EXCEPTIONS (CONT.)
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 Federal taxes: 
 IRS may collect unpaid income taxes, penalties and interest from a purchaser under state fraudulent 

conveyance laws or state law principles of successor liability.

 State taxes
 All states impose a form of statutory successor liability for unpaid taxes (typically, to the extent of the 

purchase price). 

 Typically limited to sales and use taxes and excise taxes collected by retailers (e.g., event fees and 
taxes). 

 Bulk Sales 
 State bulk sales law may impose successor liability on purchaser who fails to notify the state of a 

“bulk sale”, though such laws have been mostly repealed. 

 Note:  
 Treatment of a sale as an asset sale for tax payment purposes (i.e. 338(h)(10) elections) does not 

mean that liability for payment of taxes would be treated as if the sale were an asset sale. 

TAX LIABILITIES
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CHOICE OF LAW CONSIDERATIONS

Common law differs from state to state as to the 
availability of exceptions, the requisite factors and 
the weighting of the factors
New York and Delaware seem to require continuity of 

ownership at least when applying the de facto 
merger test
Choice of law in the purchase agreement may not be 

dispositive in the case of claims by creditors or other 
third parties (no privity), especially in the context of 
tort claims
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WARNING SIGNS
The ABA Memorandum identifies transaction factors that are likely to increase successor liability risk. These 
include:

 the likelihood that the buyer will encounter product liability, environmental, tax, employment, health & 
safety, data breach or other “long-tail” claims in the purchased business (Long tail claims, the authors 
explain, are the primary source of successor liability risk)

 the seller’s dissolution and liquidation soon after the transaction (Successor liability risk is highest 
where the seller sells all or substantially all of its assets and then dissolves. It is the most important 
indicator of a de facto merger – there is only one entity after the transaction)

 the seller’s owners receive equity interests in the buyer in the transaction

 the buyer will continue the seller’s business with little change

 the buyer holds itself out as a continuation of seller and trades on seller goodwill

 the buyer knew or should have known of contingent claims and failed to require seller to make 
adequate provision for them through insurance or otherwise

“The presence of three or more of these factors should alert counsel to focus diligence efforts 

on the identified areas of risk.”
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ALLOCATING AND MANAGING RISK 

Due Diligence
Purchase Agreement terms and structure 
 Insurance, including Reps and Warranties 

insurance
Purchase Price Adjustments 
Section 363 Sales
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DUE DILIGENCE

Additional diligence should be performed on areas 
with enhanced risk of successor liability:
 Product Liability (including review of existing product liability 

insurance, claims history files, regulatory notices, recalls, 
audits, and investigations)
 Environmental Risk (Phase I studies and, if necessary, Phase 

II studies on real property)
 Taxes (tax classification of seller entity, whether seller is part of 

an affiliated group, tax election, review amount of transfer 
taxes, bulk sales requirements, tax clearance certificates, 
nexus review)
 Potential liability arising from seller’s previous acquisitions
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DUE DILIGENCE (CONT.)

Additional areas of diligence:
 Labor & Employment (perform diligence similar to a stock 

transaction, be careful of statements made to unionized 
employees)
 Possible that ERISA related liabilities will transfer
 WARN Act obligations do transfer, so a review of WARN notifications 

requirements should be made.
 Other matters:

 FCPA and other regulatory matters where it may be “equitable” to have 
a responsible party

 PPP loans
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PURCHASE AGREEMENT TERMS & STRUCTURE

 Use a newly formed acquisition subsidiary to acquire the assets
 Pay in cash, not stock of buyer 
 Consider making a portion of the purchase price deferred or 

contingent on future events 
 Clearly state which liabilities are assumed and which are excluded. 

 For example:   
“As of the Closing, Purchaser shall assume only obligations of Seller under the Assumed 
Contracts solely to the extent arising and accruing after the Closing (provided, however, 
Assumed Liabilities shall not include those obligations arising as a result of any breach, default, 
misconduct, negligence, failure to comply with any applicable Law, or other form of non-
compliance by Seller under such Assumed Contract prior to the Closing, even if the 
corresponding obligation arises after the Closing) (collectively, the “Assumed Liabilities”).”

and
“Excluded Liabilities” means ….  A definition that would never  fit on this slide! 
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PURCHASE AGREEMENT TERMS & STRUCTURE 
(CONT.)

 Include customary representations and warranties, 
including fulsome representations on all key areas of 
diligence. 
Request indemnification protection (with escrows or 

holdbacks supporting such protection). 
 Consider use of specific indemnities for areas of concern, as 

well as exemption from liability baskets and caps

Consider including provision that extends the statute 
of limitations for contractual claims to match statute 
of limitations for the “long lived” claims 
Choice of Law – Texas or Delaware
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PURCHASE AGREEMENT TERMS & STRUCTURE 
(CONT.)

Require Seller to make adequate provisions for 
creditors
Require Seller to continue its existence for a period 

of time after the acquisition so that it is available to 
answer claims
Operate the business under a different name after 

the closing (or shortly after the closing) and notify 
customers/vendors of the change in ownership
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PURCHASE PRICE ADJUSTMENTS

 Purchaser should require Seller to pay its creditors when due prior 
to distributing cash to shareholders.  
 Purchase Price adjustments can help with ensuring such 

payments are made: 
 Working capital adjustment 

 Purchaser inherits all current assets and current liabilities of Seller and purchase price is 
increased/decreased for the net working capital of the business being acquired

 Purchaser can ensure that accounts payable are being paid 
 Debt and Transaction Expense adjustment

 Purchase price is reduced for all debts and transaction expenses 
 Seller is required to repay all debts/transaction expenses at closing or Purchaser can 

inherit such debts/transaction expenses to ensure they are paid
 Cash adjustment

 Require the business to be delivered with a pre-agreed amount of cash to permit 
purchaser to pay debts when due and failure to deliver such cash reduces purchase price
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INSURANCE

 Reps and Warranties Insurance
 Provides coverage if a fulsome indemnity is not possible
 Will be able to cover risks that business insurance policies will not cover 
 Lasts longer than customary indemnity provisions 
 May not be viable in smaller deals/cost prohibitive

 Review of Seller’s insurance policies 
 Include provisions permitting Purchaser to make claims under Seller’s 

occurrence based policies 
 Consider buying tail policies for Seller’s claim based policies

 Other types of Insurance
 Discontinued product coverage
 Fraudulent conveyance insurance 
 Contingent liability insurance 
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SECTION 363 SALES (BANKRUPTCY SALES)

 Buying a business out of bankruptcy can help with buying the 
business in a “free and clear” sale. 
 In a Section 363 Sale (or if a buyer is buying a business 

pursuant to a Chapter 11 plan), the Bankruptcy court will 
issue a “free and clear” order authorizing seller to sell its 
assets free and clear of liens (including any successor 
liability claims). 
 Protects against claims from underfunded multi-employer 

pension plans 
 Does not affect CERCLA liability
 Does not fully protect against product liability claims where a 

claim arises after the 363 sale
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QUESTIONS? 
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DISCLAIMER

This presentation contains general information, may be based on authorities that are 
subject to change, and is not a substitute for professional advice or services. This 
presentation does not constitute legal, tax, audit, business, financial, investment or any 
other professional advice, and you should consult a qualified professional advisor before 
taking any action based on the information provided herein.  No attorney-client relationship 
is intended or created. Legal advice requires a full discussion and appreciation of the 
specific facts and circumstances of your situation. The Presenters and their respective law 
firms, and partners are not responsible for any loss resulting from or relating to reliance on 
this presentation by any person. 
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Thank You

Morris F. DeFeo Jr
mdefeo@herrick.com

Leah S. Baucom
leah.baucom@klgates.com
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